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Hollywood Hills, California, USA

Technology is rapidly changing the built environment,
both from an interaction and experience expectation
standpoint.
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System Solutions

}

Interfaces

delivering
on the

experience expectation
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Design Support and Services
Vantage offers all the essential elements for a successful
project – a broad portfolio of lighting control solutions,
along with the industry’s most distinct range of fixed and
mobile interfaces. We provide design support services
as well as a global network of authorized integrators for
installation, programming, and ongoing client support.
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As a part of Legrand, a global leader in electrical and
electronic systems and one of Forbes magazine’s Top
100 Most Innovative Companies, Vantage has developed
lighting automation solutions specifically tailored toward
luxury spaces for over 30 years.

unique

perspective

}
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“The power of utilizing automated lighting control
in all of my artistic lighting designs is paramount to
the success of any project. Vantage has consistently
exceeded my expectations.”
- Glenn Merlin Johnson, Adaptive Design Group, Inc. -

From boardrooms to boutiques, homes to hotels,
our solutions deliver a no-compromise approach to
simplifying complexity. By providing scalable, future
ready systems with unique user interface experiences,
we help translate vision into reality.
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Desert Springs, California, USA
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One UN, New York, USA

Dynamic lighting is paramount in any experience.
Today’s complex environments mean that both the
selection and design of the lighting control system is
critical to the lighting design itself. While Vantage’s
control and automation platform seamlessly supports
the integration of multiple applications, lighting control
is at its core.
The fundamental tenets of our lighting control
philosophy are:

Unlimited Lighting Scenes

Global Offering

No restriction on the scale of scene

Products meet UL and CE requirements in both

implementations.

the United States and DIN form factors, 120-277

}

}

VAC, 50/60 Hz.

From incandescent to LED light sources, Vantage
systems are adept at controlling the widest range
of light sources. Dimmer capacity is designed for
luxury commercial and residential applications.

lighting control

}

}
Dimming Technology

simplify complex

Architecture for Low Latency and
Scalability
Immediate control response and status feedback
over multiple circuits and devices.

Vantage is a powerful solution with the inherent
technical features and ease of both programming and
installation critical to successful delivery of lighting
control solutions in the luxury space.
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the

total control
experience

A complete experience is multi-dimensional, so Vantage has developed
its InFusion lighting control platform around a multi-system, native
solution with the ability to integrate best-of-category comfort products.
Based on software widgets, this approach simplifies system design,
installation, programming, and ongoing support, while ensuring a
consistent user experience across all applications. In addition to lighting
control, a Vantage system offers solutions for:

}

}

Shade Control

Comfort and Energy
Management

Vantage and QMotion provide
customers advanced solutions that
provide energy efficiency and lighting
control for residential and lightcommercial applications. Shading
solutions run by quiet, low-power
consumption motors that allow
automated control of artificial and
natural light.

Through the use of shade control,
sensors, and thermostats, the Vantage
Energy Management capability
automatically implements custom
strategies that produce tangible
monetary rewards.

Critical to this capability is our Design Center software, a single tool
that supports the control system design and programming aspect of a
positive user experience. Typically used by our Authorized Integrators,
Design Center ensures the efficient creation, programming, and
management of complex system projects.
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Roanoke Valley, Virginia, USA

EQUINOX 73

EASYTOUCH II
SCENEPOINT
DIMMER

EQUINOX 73

SHADE
INTERFACE

EASYTOUCH II
SCENEPOINT
DIMMER

EQUINOX 40
EASYTOUCH II
KEYPAD
WIRING
DEVICE

RF
ENABLER
ENCLOSURE
COMFORT &
CONTROL
THERMOSTAT

SENSOR

INFUSION
CONTROLLER

The InFusion system’s architecture is based
on the premise that systems are backward
and forward compatible, scale easily, and
accommodate wired or wireless installations.
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design

A key element of system selection is the ability
of that system to adapt and scale to meet the changing
requirements of the luxury space. Whether for a retrofit,
remodel, or renovation project, a multi-use space or new

for the

construction, the Vantage InFusion system has been
designed with future capabilities in mind.

future

}

}

}
Centralized Solution

Distributed Solutions

Hybrid Solution

Typically installed in new construction
projects, this solution enables sophisticated
one touch control of the entire environment
through InFusion dimmers and modules.
All communication occurs through hardwired connections, creating a robust, reliable
automation infrastructure.

This approach takes advantage of our wired and
wireless wall box dimming solutions coupled with
our stylish keypads to create extremely flexible
control options. Our RadioLink RF solution
provides the same benefits of a centralized
solution without the need for new wires, making it
the ultimate retrofit solution in any application.

Combining elements from centralized and
distributed solutions enables sophisticated
control at the touch of a button in any
construction scenario – new, retrofit, or remodel.
Perfect for the end user who wishes to begin
with a basic system before moving into a more
complete automated lighting experience.
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where

art meets

For years, Vantage has led the industry in user interface form and
functionality by combining a one touch experience with stunning
aesthetics and unparalleled technical features. Our unique family of

utility

touchscreens, keypads, wiring devices, and faceplate styles not only
enhance the capabilities of the Vantage system but also provide a key
element of the user experience.
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Traditional

Artisan

Contemporary

Perfect for a more traditional environment.
Choose from familiar SquareTouch and
FineTouch designs or the clean lines of
our EasyTouch II keypads. The EasyTouch
II signature keypad family, which includes
wiring devices, represents a dramatic
departure from pedestrian industry styles.

Restrained and striking, RPTouch button
styles feature functional enhancements
such as any color LED backlighting and
laser engraving with an attractive design
aesthetic. Pair with your selection of our
trim and faceplate options to bring a
subtle elegance to every room.

Bold. Stylish. Refined. With a minimalistic
on-wall profile, the Equinox 40 LCD keypad
maintains a signature Vantage aesthetic while
delivering one touch room control through a
unique single layer, programmable interface.

Stoneridge, California, USA

Manhattan Beach, California, USA

meet
the

equinox

Conceived by you, designed by Vantage and delivered by a professional
team of trained and supported installers, Equinox is a family of unique

family

user interfaces positioned to deliver the ultimate in simplification for
everyone. Growing and adapting to the ever changing needs of the
home, Equinox allows users to simply update their preferences on the
fly. Step up and play, discover more, and personalize Equinox through
gesture, tap, or swipe.

Equinox 40

Equinox 41

Equinox 73

Equinox Mobile Apps

Much more flexible than a standard
keypad yet carrying the same
footprint and two wire connection,
Equinox 40 combines a simple
view of lighting and comfort.
There are two additional pages for
further control, revealed by swiping
left or right. Its full glass screen
automatically adjusts to the lit space
and ‘sleeps’ during inactive time.

Equinox 41 delivers the ultimate
simplified touchscreen design and
editability, compact enough to fit
in a single gang box. Access all the
Vantage widgets through swipe. The
Equinox 41 enables users to create
personalized profiles for a unique
experience from user to user. This
includes dashboard and full screen
personalization. Each user has the
ability to see her favorite widgets
enabling her to access what is most
important.

Equinox 73 delivers the ultimate
simplified touchscreen design and
on screen editability. Access all the
Vantage widgets, three at a time, or
enter full screen mode to enjoy the
convenience of Equinox 73’s large
screen. The Equinox 73 enables
users to adapt the user interface
to the changing space along with
evolving needs and growth. It’s like
having multiple iPads in a single
device, always on and ready to use.

The vehicle for absolute consistency
for your mobile world, Vantage
brings your Apple or Android
devices to the integrated Equinox
world so whether you are on the go
or roaming around the home, you
have constant access and control.

Matrix View

3 Pages, 3 Functions Simplified

Dashboard View of My World

Experience the Power

Phone

Tablet

Widget GUI

Mini

Full and Single

Full and Multi

Full and Single

Full and Multi

Editability

No

Lite

Full

Lite

Full

Personalization

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ambient/Motion
Gesture/Flick

Ambient/Motion

Ambient/Motion

Ambient/Motion

Ambient/Motion

Functionality
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understanding
the

A widget is a software application, such as lighting or scene control,

widget

embedded in Equinox. Through natural gestures like swipe, flick, or
scroll, widgets allow for intuitive system navigation and control. Widgets
empower users to personalize the system to their changing environment,

platform

even for complex requirements.
With its full widget-based platform, the Equinox family delivers a rich
animated experience, providing the user with simple, convenient control
of lighting, scenes, weather, climate, and more.

Each widget enables you to manage one aspect of your environment
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Lighting

Scenes

Timers

Shades

Climate

Weather

Control personalized
lighting scenarios
at the touch of a
button

Adjust shades,
music and lights
together with one
button

View or edit all
scheduled events or
simply bypass them
entirely

Set shades to
open gradually
each morning
and automatically
close for energy
conservation

Save money
and energy by
scheduling your
thermostat to be
optimally efficient,
or modify the local
temperature

Quickly check the
weather with a
changing display
that reflects current
temperature and
conditions

The graphically rich Equinox tablet and smartphone apps for Android
and iOS allow users to control raise and lower lighting levels, set and view
thermostats, manage shades, and much more. These widget-based apps
convert any handheld device into a mobile keypad. With smartphone and
tablet control, lighting control is never more than a touch away.

Costa Navarino Dunes, Greece

Today consumers are asking more questions about ways to be friendlier
to the environment as well as preserve energy. Owners, designers,
and builders face a unique challenge to meet demands for new and
renovated facilities that are accessible, secure, healthy, and productive
while minimizing their impact on the environment. Vantage technologies
enable designers to deliver automated environments that bridge the gap
that can sometimes exist between the twin objectives of sustainability
and livability.

tread lightly
- sustainable design

}

}
Residential LEED Certification

Commercial LEED Certification

For residential projects, Vantage solutions can contribute to toward
LEED certification.

For commercial projects, Vantage solutions can contribute to toward
LEED certification.
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premier
partners

As a leader in the lighting automation industry, Vantage is committed
to an effective premier partner and driver program. These premier
drivers are developed to deliver the Equinox experience and are based
on collaboration with leading custom electronics companies. They are
available through Design Center and when used in conjunction with the
Equinox family of interfaces, provide a simplified dashboard and rich
media experience for the entire luxury space.

Premier Partner Driver Integration Guides provide feature, setup,
programming, and important information regarding Premier Partner Drivers.
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Lighting Widget

Scenes Widget

> BTicino
> Color Kinetics
> Wattstopper

> Vantage
> All Third Party Drivers

Shades Widget

Climate Widget

Weather Widget

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> WSI

ESI
Lutron
Mecho Systems
QMotion
Somfy

Aprilaire
Bryant
Carrier
Daikin
Fujitsu
Hitachi
LG
Mitsubishi
Sanyo
Tekmar
Toshiba

Timers Widget

Hollywood Hills, California, USA
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For a truly satisfied end user, we recognize that system selection, design, programming,
and support need to be synchronized between your project designs, our system, and our

delivering

ideal
experience

the

integrator network.
From the initial client meeting through system design, installation, and commissioning,
Vantage will provide in-depth assistance for every facet of your project.

}

}

}
Local Support and Service

System Design Services

Support Tools and Resources for Designers

Enjoy responsive assistance from our Regional
Sales Managers and trained representatives,
including product recommendations, product
demonstrations, and integrator selection
suggestions. Access our global network of
trained and authorized integrators along with
support from our Design Services team for
project commissioning or in-field system training.

Engage with our Design Services team for
system design and layout services. Simply log on
or call and one of our project management team
members can discuss your project design and
support needs.

From our interactive iPad app for initial consultation with
homeowners through downloads of DXF/DWG and riser
diagram files for direct inclusion in your CAD layouts to
the use of our proposal builder tools, Vantage provides a
comprehensive suite of resources and tools to support the
inclusion of Vantage in your next design project.

visit design.vantagecontrols.com to obtain your personal login
Vantage, InFusion® and RadioLink are trademarks of Legrand/Legrand Home Systems Inc.
Apple®, iTunes®, iPhone®, iPod® and iPad® are trademarks of Apple Inc.
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let Vantage help you deliver against
the “experience expectation”

Office
2168 West Grove Parkway
Suite 300
Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062
800.555.9891
801.229.2800

Manufacturing
595 South 1325 West
Orem, Utah 84058

www.vantagecontrols.com
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